### Preliminary Local Storm Report (Updated Summary)

**National Weather Service Albany NY**

405 PM EDT Tue Oct 30 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>City Location</th>
<th>Lat, Lon</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1230 PM</td>
<td>Non-TSTM Wnd Dmg</td>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>42.70N 73.38W</td>
<td>Trees and Wires Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0104 PM</td>
<td>Non-TSTM Wnd Dmg</td>
<td>Conesville</td>
<td>42.39N 74.38W</td>
<td>Wire Down at Hubbard and Flat Corner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0119 PM</td>
<td>Flood</td>
<td>1 SW Kingston</td>
<td>41.92N 74.01W</td>
<td>Route 213 Closed Between Creeks Locks Rd and Kingston City Line Roundout Creek Tidal Flooding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0141 PM</td>
<td>Non-TSTM Wnd Dmg</td>
<td>Lake Carmel</td>
<td>41.54N 73.64W</td>
<td>Route 292 Closed Due to Trees and Wires Down Between Bundy Hills Rd and Sanita Rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0225 PM</td>
<td>Non-TSTM Wnd Gst</td>
<td>Torrington</td>
<td>41.80N 73.17W</td>
<td>Butternut Mountain Trees Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0228 PM</td>
<td>Non-TSTM Wnd Dmg</td>
<td>New Ashford</td>
<td>42.60N 73.24W</td>
<td>Trees Down Power Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0237 PM</td>
<td>Non-TSTM Wnd Gst</td>
<td>Torrington</td>
<td>41.82N 73.08W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0250 PM</td>
<td>Non-TSTM Wnd Gst</td>
<td>Long Lake</td>
<td>43.98N 74.44W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
0303 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG 2 W WOODSTOCK  42.04N 74.14W  
10/29/2012  ULSTER  NY  DEPT OF HIGHWAYS  
ROUTE 212 CLOSED DUE TO DOWNED TREE AND WIRES

0314 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG 2 NW GLENS FALLS  43.33N 73.68W  
10/29/2012  WARREN  NY  TRAINED SPOTTER  
TREES AND WIRES DOWN ROUTE 9

0314 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG SSE ROCK CITY FALLS  43.06N 73.92W  
10/29/2012  SARATOGA  NY  TRAINED SPOTTER  
TREES AND WIRES DOWN ROCK CITY FALLS ROAD

0319 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG 3 WNW BURNT HILLS  42.92N 73.95W  
10/29/2012  SARATOGA  NY  TRAINED SPOTTER  
TREES AND WIRES DOWN VALENTINE RD

0330 PM  NON-TSTM WND GST 2 NNW SHEFFIELD  42.14N 73.36W  
10/29/2012  BERKSHIRE  MA  MESONET  
662 FEET

0345 PM  NON-TSTM WND GST 1 SW SARATOGA SPRINGS  43.06N 73.79W  
10/29/2012  SARATOGA  NY  BROADCAST MEDIA  
JEFFERSON STREET

0348 PM  NON-TSTM WND GST 1 S SARATOGA SPRINGS  43.05N 73.78W  
10/29/2012  SARATOGA  NY  MESONET

0356 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG STONE RIDGE  41.85N 74.14W  
10/29/2012  ULSTER  NY  AMATEUR RADIO  
TWO TREES DOWN

0400 PM  NON-TSTM WND GST 2 WSW EAST WINDSOR  42.47N 73.02W  
10/29/2012  BERKSHIRE  MA  MESONET  
1894 FEET

0400 PM  NON-TSTM WND GST HUNTER  42.21N 74.22W  
10/29/2012  GREENE  NY  AMATEUR RADIO  
HUNTER MOUNTAIN SUMMIT

0415 PM  NON-TSTM WND GST NORTH OTIS  42.23N 73.11W  
10/29/2012  BERKSHIRE  MA  TRAINED SPOTTER  
AT 1500 FEET. CAN HEAR LIMBS BREAKING.
0423 PM  NON-TSTM WND GST 3 SSE OTIS  42.16N 73.05W  
10/29/2012  M61.00 MPH  BERKSHIRE  MA  MESONET  
1450 FEET  

0430 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG HALCOTT CENTER  42.19N 74.49W  
10/29/2012  GREENE  NY  DEPT OF HIGHWAYS  
NUMEROUS TREES DOWN THROUGHOUT THE TOWN.  

0437 PM  NON-TSTM WND GST 3 SE TORRINGTON  41.81N 73.09W  
10/29/2012  M57.00 MPH  LITCHFIELD  CT  MESONET  
971 FEET  

0437 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG HALCOTT CENTER  42.19N 74.49W  
10/29/2012  GREENE  NY  BROADCAST MEDIA  
TREES DOWN. VLY MOUNTAIN ROAD - 1990 FEET.  

0441 PM  NON-TSTM WND GST WOODFORD  42.88N 73.08W  
10/29/2012  M58.00 MPH  BENNINGTON  VT  BROADCAST MEDIA  
2300 FEET  

0443 PM  NON-TSTM WND GST 1 NE HANCOCK  42.55N 73.31W  
10/29/2012  M77.00 MPH  BERKSHIRE  MA  BROADCAST MEDIA  
1128 FEET  

0444 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG 2 NNW WEST WINFIELD  42.91N 75.20W  
10/29/2012  HERKIMER  NY  TRAINED SPOTTER  
TREE DOWN ON STONE ROAD  

0445 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG WASHINGTON  42.37N 73.12W  
10/29/2012  BERKSHIRE  MA  AMATEUR RADIO  
TWO LARGE TREES DOWN EAST WASHINGTON ROAD  

0450 PM  NON-TSTM WND GST PERU  42.44N 73.05W  
10/29/2012  M45.00 MPH  BERKSHIRE  MA  AMATEUR RADIO  

0453 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG 2 WSW STRATFORD  43.17N 74.73W  
10/29/2012  HERKIMER  NY  TRAINED SPOTTER  
TREE ON WIRES AT ROUTE 29A AND RICE ROAD  

0455 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG DOLGEVILLE  43.10N 74.77W  
10/29/2012  HERKIMER  NY  TRAINED SPOTTER  
NUMEROUS TREES ON HOUSES IN THE VILLAGE  

0457 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG PERU  42.44N 73.05W
10/29/2012  BERKSHIRE          MA   TRAINED SPOTTER
MULTIPLE TREES DOWN AND SOME WIRES
0458 PM     NON-TSTM WND GST FAIRFIELD 43.14N 74.91W
10/29/2012  M45.00 MPH   HERKIMER NY   TRAINED SPOTTER
NORTHEAST WIND
0500 PM     NON-TSTM WND GST 5 NE HUDSON 42.29N 73.71W
10/29/2012  E46.00 MPH   COLUMBIA NY   AMATEUR RADIO
AT THE COLUMBIA COUNTY AIRPORT
0500 PM     NON-TSTM WND GST 4 WSW SARATOGA SPRINGS 43.05N 73.86W
10/29/2012  M45.00 MPH   SARATOGA NY   MESONET
SARATOGA COUNTY AIRPORT
0519 PM     NON-TSTM WND DMG WOODSTOCK 42.04N 74.11W
10/29/2012  M70.00 MPH   ULSTER NY   AMATEUR RADIO
TREE DOWN BLOCKING MAIN STREET INTO TOWN
0523 PM     NON-TSTM WND DMG WEST CHARLTON 42.96N 74.03W
10/29/2012  M50.00 MPH   SARATOGA NY   TRAINED SPOTTER
TREES DOWN ON WIRES EASTERN AVENUE
0523 PM     NON-TSTM WND GST 5 W BRISTOL 41.69N 73.03W
10/29/2012  M70.00 MPH   LITCHFIELD CT   MESONET
814 FEET
0536 PM     NON-TSTM WND DMG DOLGEVILLE 43.10N 74.77W
10/29/2012  M50.00 MPH   HERKIMER NY   FIRE DEPT/RESCUE
ROOF OR PARTIAL ROOF OFF HOUSE ON MAIN STREET
0550 PM     NON-TSTM WND GST 5 SSW NASSAU 42.45N 73.66W
10/29/2012  E50.00 MPH   COLUMBIA NY   AMATEUR RADIO
KINDERHOOK LAKE
0554 PM     NON-TSTM WND DMG SALISBURY CENTER 43.14N 74.79W
10/29/2012  M50.00 MPH   HERKIMER NY   FIRE DEPT/RESCUE
TREE DOWN ON WIRES
0600 PM     NON-TSTM WND DMG 4 SSW NASSAU 42.46N 73.66W
10/29/2012  COLUMBIA NY   AMATEUR RADIO
TREES DOWN
0605 PM  NON-TSTM WND GST FAIRFIELD    43.14N 74.91W
10/29/2012 M49.00 MPH  HERKIMER   NY  TRAINED SPOTTER

0611 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG PITTSFIELD   42.45N 73.26W
10/29/2012 BERKSHIRE MA  AMATEUR RADIO

TREES DOWN ON PARTRIDGE AND OAK HILL RD.

613 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG KERHONKSON     41.78N 74.30W
10/29/2012 ULSTER NY  LAW ENFORCEMENT

*** 1 FATAL *** A 69 YEAR OLD FEMALE WAS KILLED WHEN A LARGE SECTION OF ROOFING BLEW INTO HER WINDSHIELD.

0616 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG NEWPORT         43.19N 75.01W
10/29/2012 HERKIMER NY  FIRE DEPT/RESCUE

WIRES DOWN

0617 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG LANESBOROUGH     42.52N 73.23W
10/29/2012 BERKSHIRE MA  AMATEUR RADIO

TREE DOWN ON CAR AT ROUTE 7 AND BROWDY MTN RD.

0617 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG DOLGEVILLE        43.10N 74.77W
10/29/2012 HERKIMER NY  FIRE DEPT/RESCUE

TREES AND WIRES DOWN IN MULTIPLE LOCATIONS

0619 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG NORTH ADAMS       42.69N 73.11W
10/29/2012 BERKSHIRE MA  AMATEUR RADIO

TREE DOWN ON A HOME ON KNOX RD.

0625 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG NORTH ADAMS       42.69N 73.11W
10/29/2012 BERKSHIRE MA  AMATEUR RADIO

WIRES DOWN ON LIBERTY ST.

0702 PM  NON-TSTM WND GST DOVER PLAINS      41.75N 73.58W
10/29/2012 M47.00 MPH  DUTCHESS NY  PUBLIC

0706 PM  NON-TSTM WND GST FAIRFIELD         43.14N 74.91W
10/29/2012 HERKIMER NY  TRAINED SPOTTER

0730 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG PERU              42.44N 73.05W
10/29/2012 BERKSHIRE MA  TRAINED SPOTTER

LARGE PINE TREE UPROOTED AND TOOK DOWN NEARBY TREES.

0800 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG WHITE CREEK      42.97N 73.29W
10/29/2012 WASHINGTON NY  911 CALL CENTER

TREES AND WIRES DOWN
0800 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG ARGYLE  43.24N 73.49W
10/29/2012  WASHINGTON  NY  911 CALL CENTER

TREES AND WIRES DOWN

0800 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG SHUSHAN  43.09N 73.34W
10/29/2012  WASHINGTON  NY  911 CALL CENTER

TREES AND WIRES DOWN

0800 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG SALEM  43.17N 73.33W
10/29/2012  WASHINGTON  NY  911 CALL CENTER

TREES AND WIRES DOWN

0802 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG HERKIMER  43.03N 74.99W
10/29/2012  HERKIMER  NY  EMERGENCY MNGR

TREE AND WIRES ARE DOWN AT 878 MCKENNAN RD.

0814 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG FRANKFORT  43.04N 75.07W
10/29/2012  HERKIMER  NY  EMERGENCY MNGR

TREE AND WIRES DOWN NEAR 300 ALBANY ST.

0814 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG CAMBRIDGE  43.03N 73.38W
10/29/2012  WASHINGTON  NY  911 CALL CENTER

TREE DOWN ON RESIDENCE AND VEHICLE. NO INJURIES.

0816 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG LITTLE FALLS  43.05N 74.86W
10/29/2012  HERKIMER  NY  EMERGENCY MNGR

JOHNNY CAKE RD NEAR NEWVILLE RD...TRANSFORMER AND HIGH VOLTAGE LINES DOWN AND ARCING.

0816 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG GREENWICH  43.09N 73.50W
10/29/2012  WASHINGTON  NY  911 CALL CENTER

TREE DOWN ON STATE ROUTE 40 BLOCKING NORTHBOUND LANE

0823 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG NORTH ADAMS  42.69N 73.11W
10/29/2012  BERKSHIRE  MA  AMATEUR RADIO

TREE DOWN ON LIBERTY ST.

0830 PM  NON-TSTM WND DMG SCHENECTADY  42.80N 73.93W
10/29/2012  SCHENECTADY  NY  PUBLIC

TRAFFIC LIGHT BLOWN DOWN AT THE CORNER OF UNION AVE AND BRANDYWINE AVE.

0915 PM  NON-TSTM WND GST STONE RIDGE  41.85N 74.14W
10/29/2012 M56.00 MPH ULSTER NY AMATEUR RADIO
0919 PM NON-TSTM WND GST PITTSFIELD 42.45N 73.26W
10/29/2012 M58.00 MPH BERKSHIRE MA ASOS
0930 PM NON-TSTM WND DMG SALISBURY 41.98N 73.42W
10/29/2012 LITCHFIELD CT LAW ENFORCEMENT
NUMEROUS TREES AND WIRES DOWN ALONG DAIRY HILL ROAD.
10/29/2012 M60.00 MPH ULSTER NY AMATEUR RADIO
1000 PM NON-TSTM WND DMG PRESTON HILL 41.68N 73.37W
10/29/2012 LITCHFIELD CT EMERGENCY MNGR
TREES AND WIRES DOWN
10/29/2012 M60.00 MPH ULSTER NY AMATEUR RADIO
1000 PM NON-TSTM WND DMG WARREN 41.74N 73.35W
10/29/2012 LITCHFIELD CT EMERGENCY MNGR
TREES DOWN ON WIRES
10/29/2012 M60.00 MPH ULSTER NY AMATEUR RADIO
1000 PM NON-TSTM WND DMG NORTHVILLE 41.63N 73.39W
10/29/2012 LITCHFIELD CT EMERGENCY MNGR
FRONT END OF HOUSE BLOWN DOWN BY WIND
10/29/2012 M55.00 MPH HERKIMER NY TRAINED SPOTTER
1003 PM NON-TSTM WND GST FAIRFIELD 43.14N 74.91W
10/29/2012 M50.00 MPH ALBANY NY NWS EMPLOYEE
MEASURED AT NWS ALBANY OFFICE
10/29/2012 M54.00 MPH BERKSHIRE MA ASOS
1105 PM NON-TSTM WND GST NORTH ADAMS 42.69N 73.11W
10/30/2012 M54.00 MPH BERKSHIRE MA ASOS
1221 AM NON-TSTM WND DMG STONE RIDGE 41.85N 74.14W
10/30/2012 ULSTER NY TRAINED SPOTTER
TREES AND WIRES DOWN.
0200 AM FLOOD CATSKILL 42.21N 73.87W
10/30/2012 GREENE NY NEWSPAPER
FLOODING OF BUSINESSES WHERE THE CATSKILL CREEK FLOWS INTO THE HUDSON RIVER DURING TIME OF HIGH TIDE.
0230 AM FLOOD ATHENS 42.27N 73.81W
10/30/2012 GREENE NY TRAINED SPOTTER
ROUTE 385 CLOSED BETWEEN MARKET STREET AND GOODRICH ROAD.
0303 AM     FLOOD            SMITH LANDING           42.13N 73.92W
10/30/2012                   COLUMBIA           NY   TRAINED SPOTTER

FLOODING ALONG MAPLE STREET

0355 AM     FLOOD            CASTLETON-ON-HUDSON       42.53N 73.75W
10/30/2012                   RENSSELAER         NY   TRAINED SPOTTER

BRICKYARD ROAD IS UNDERWATER DUE TO FLOODING.

0400 AM     FLOOD            ATHENS                 42.27N 73.81W
10/30/2012                   GREENE            NY   TRAINED SPOTTER

FLOODING ALONG HUDSON RIVER IN TOWN OF ATHENS.

0700 AM     NON-TSTM WND DMG GUILFORD 42.82N 72.58W
10/30/2012                   WINDHAM           VT   TRAINED SPOTTER

TREES DOWN

0700 AM     NON-TSTM WND DMG GLOVERSVILLE 43.05N 74.35W
10/30/2012                   FULTON            NY   TRAINED SPOTTER

NUMEROUS TREES AND WIRES DOWN

0150 PM     NON-TSTM WND DMG 1 W EMMONSBURG 43.15N 74.74W
10/30/2012                   HERKIMER         NY   TRAINED SPOTTER

TREES DOWN ON WIRES ON EMMONSBURG ROAD. BLOCKING ONE LANE
OF ROAD.
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